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The topics of this course is singular symplectic
varieties their quantizations applications to lie

theory understanding Harish Chandrabimodules and
more general Harish Chandra modules This circle of
ideas has a bunch of motivations fromReptheory
Alggeometry Math Physics Today we will briefly
discuss the oldest of them unitary representations
ofgroups symmetry in Quantum Mechanics Note

that this discussion is for motivationalpurposesonly

1 Unitary representations
The first setting of Representation theory one

usually encounters is finitegroup representations

pre's
one ofthe basic general results



Thm Let Gbe a finitegroupa v be a finite
dimensional C representations over Q Then V admits

a G invariant Hermitian scalarproduct say l

Note that G acts on V by unitary w v t 6
operators So we say V is a unitaryrepresentation
Thefirst application of this theorem is the complete

reducibility of V if UCV is a subrepresentation then
Ut is a complimentary subrepresentation
A natural question is to whichextent the theorem

extends to infinitegroups Of special interest are lie

groups
where we consider CTrepresentations

A classical result is that the completeanalog of
the theorem holds when C is a compact lie group as we

can still average over G On theotherhand theonly
unitary irreducible representation of a noncompact simple
Lie group is the trivial one
An interesting and importantquestion is to understand

ginfinite
dimensional unitary representationsLet's recallgive



relevant definitions

Def n a A Hilbert space is a G vectorspaceequipped
with a Hermitian scalarproductset the resulting tape
logy is complete
2 A unitary representation of a liegroup G is a

representation of G in a Hilbert space Vbyunitary
operators set the actionmap GV V is continuous

3 A subrepresentation in V is a closed Gstable
subspace This allows us to talk about ivel unitary
representations

Note that every unitary representation is completelyreducibleand splits as an infinite directsum moreprecise

ly its topologicalversion of irreps

Examples 1 Here's a classicalexample of a unitary repin
Let M be a manifoldwith fixedvolume form Then it
makes sense to speak about 24147 thespace ofsquare



integrable functions It's a Hilbert space
If Gacts on Mpreserving thevolume form then it also

acts on 2414 turning it into a unitary representation
An important special case M G w left invariant

volume form defineduniquely up toproportionality and
action of G by left translations
2 If C is compact thenevery unitaryirrep isfinite

dimensional This yields the classification ofunitary irreps
for compact Liegroups

Here's one of themotivating questions for what we are

going to study in this course butwhich we aren'tgoing
to attempt to answer

Problem Given a semisimple Liegroup G classify its

unitary irreps

I



2 Motivation symmetry in QuantumMechanics

Here's some Quantum Mechanics terminology whose

actual meaning we don't need

Space of states a Hilbert space V
Observables Hermitian operators on V

Hamiltonian an observable H

An evolution equation that explains how agiven observable

changes on the trajectory of thesystem Heisenberg equation

FIt LHFlt where h isthePlanis constant

Symmetry a unitary representation of a reasonable

groupleg a Liegroup preserving H

So unitary representations arise as symmetryofquantum
mechanical systems Their usefulness is that systemswith

more symmetries are easier to integrate Classifyingthe

unitary irreps allows to understandquantummechanical

systems w symmetries

I



3 Orbit method

There's a class of Liegroupsfor which
there's a very

conceptually but not computationally satisfactory answer to

the classificationquestion in Sect nilpotentgroups an

example thegroup of unitriangular matrices ft The

result can beextendedto a somewhat wider class ofgroups
but we'll restrict ourselves to nilpotent ones The

answer due to Kirillovrelatesunitary irreps to coadjoint
orbits and is known as the Orbitmethod

Let's explain what the coadjointorbits are Let Gbe
a Liegroup andg its lie algebra Then Gacts on g
via the adjoint representation and hence en g via the

coadjoint representation

Defin By a coedjointorbit we mean an orbit inthe
coadjoint representationg

Example Let G Sin e viewed as a real Liegroup
Then 9 3110 and the adjoint representation is by
A



matrix conjugations Adlg x gig Note that g comes
with the trace form x

y trixyl
which is Ginvariant

orthogonal It allows to identify gkof as GrepresentationsSo the coadjoint orbits for G is the same

thing as the conjugacy classes of traceless matrices Their
classification isgiven by the Jordan normalform thm

Thm Kirillov611 Suppose G is nilpotent simply
connectedThen I naturalbijection between thefollowingtwo

sets

Unitary Creps upto ise
The coadjoint Gorbits

We won'tneedthe construction Whatis importantfor
us is that for semisimplegroups there's no natural
bijection For example if G is compact then the

unitary irreps f finitedimensionalirreps are classifiedby
dominant integra weights The coadjoint orbits are
classified by dominantreal weights



Still one expects that there is a connection between

unitary irreps coadjoint orbits morallygrounded inthe

correspondenceprinciple between QuantumandClassical
Mechanics to be discussed in thenext lecture

41 Poisson manifolds

Let F be a fieldandA be a commutative associative
F algebra with 1 By a bracket on A we mean a
skew symmetric bilinearmap AxA A satisfying
the Leibniz identity grewsymmetry

a big ab et a c 6 bea 16a Ct ca b

Definition is a Poissonbracket if it satisfies
the Jacobi identity and so A becomes a lie algebra

In particular we can apply thisdefinition to the
situation when F R and A C M for a Omani

feld M
Togive a bracket on CTM is equivalent



to giving a bivector field a C section P of ATy
fg

P Lfadg If ti is Poissonthen wesay
that P is a Poisson bivector and 154Pl orjust 14
is a Poisson manifold

Definition We say P is nondegenerate if PmeATMm
is nondegenerate t men Then we identify Tim Tmm
via Pmi andget we NTI out of P

The condition that P is Poisson is equivalent to
w being symplectic ie nondegenerate automatic from

the construction closed

O


